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Something great has happened
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to us—lsrael—and to the world,
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we

haven’t taken the full
measure of this greatness yet. I
was listening to Louis Lipsky the

Jacksonville, Florida, Under Act of March 3, 1879
Member of the Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Member of the Independent Jewish Press Service
Member Office of Jewish Information
Member of the Chamber of Commerce

other day on the subject.

The great Zionist leader remarked that soon perchance we shall
hear the representative of Israel in
Circulated Jewish Publication
"""The Oldest and Most WidelyTerritory”
the United Nations speaking Hein this
brew before that body. Just as
Printed at our own plant
Mr. Gromyko now and then reverts
THE EVERGREEN PRESS
Phone
9-2796
D n Box 903
to Russian, although he knows
P.0.80x
Jacksonville, Florida
English full well, so the representative of Israel will speak Hebrew.
“And,” added Lipsky, “let the
translators of the United Nations
The British government is Public break their heads —they’ve broken
Enemy No. 1 of the Jewish people. our heads for many centuries as
Through British intrigue and double- the Jews have been required to
dealings it is the prime mover in learn every language under the
the war in Palestine, and the world sun.”
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JEWS SHOULD BOYCOTT BRITAIN
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must recognize that it is Great Britain which must be held responsible
for any destruction to the shrines
great religions.
sacred
to three
Great Britain has been and still is
seeking to frustrate the will of the
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United

Nations,

Miffff/JamBKJ

The thought that Hebrew, the
language of the Bible, will be
of the
spoken at the sessions
United Nations is a stirring one.
My first reaction is to feel that
Hebrew is honored, but in less than
a moment,, I realize it is rather
the United Nations that will be
honored.
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HAVE YOU REALLY DONE .YOUR BEST FOR ME?
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and is deliberately
encouraging war in Palestine.
THE BOOK OF BOOKS
jWv Ju? v' "A'
We cannot understand how selfA Bible Quiz With Answers
respecting
Jews can buy British
Huw does it happen, I ask myBy Dr. Solomon Goldman
j
¦ goods and services in view of these facts. If Britain is self, that the language of the
What do you know about the Bible, its history, its
;
•'¦warring against the Jews, we in America must fight back Prophets is not yet heard in the |!:
people, and its influence on the world? Test your
JH
fli
i
BSSBm
“The
Pocketbook.”
understands,
What sort of a
¦in the only language she
United Nations?
knowledge in this quiz by Rabbi Solomon Goldman, IK
it
hurts.
author of the new thirteen volume commentary, ¦
hit
where
be,
must
Britain
United
Nations
can
it
if
the
We
flj I
"The Book of Books”. The answers, from Dr. Gold- ||l;
of
language
oil,
the
language of
I man’s monumental project in Biblical scholarship, H;
When Great Britain gave up the Mandate, she promised vested interests, the language of
I are printed with special permission of the pub- |j|| ;
war
I the world that Palestine would be plunged into violent fullI lishers, Harper & Brothers.
heard
chicanery
is
diplomatic
Now she is seeing to it. through
after her departure.
her control of there, and not the language of the
I scale support of the Arab states and through predictions
are Prophets ?
(The second of a series)
¦ Abdullah and the Arab Legion, that her
will be some hope
Ah
there
yes,
I fulfilled.
Q. —What has been the impact of the Bible upon the world?
for the United Nations if its halls
A.—It has fused together into a unity the interest and aspirations
The world has been amazed at Britain’s actions in Pal- reverberate with the language in of mankind and has articulated them into a language of incomparable
estine and her sabotaging of any solution for Palestine in which Isaiah first proclaimed the
It has comforted the sorrow-laden and the heavy-hearted; it
land by the United Nations. Many people have wondered hope of universal peace and one force.
has inspired the timid and hesitant; it has summoned to self discipline
'.l what was her motive in disarming the Jews while arming world.
the weak and wayward; it has pleaded with the greedy and mighty
I the Arabs. What was behind Britain’s plaint that she could Lipsky also remarked that we for
for the democratic way of life; it has purified the
I not maintain peace or guarantee security in Palestine, while haven’t yet become used to the paganrighteousness,
conceptions of God and the Universe of their dross, and set
at the same time she was sabotaging every recommendation idea that the government officials
its own understanding of the Creator and Creation in words
I towards those ends submitted in the councils of the United of Israel now are "His Excellency.” down
that were as simple and suggestive as they were sublime; it has
I Nations, and while she was offering and building up the Our diplomats, said Lipsky, have irrigated and fecundated half the literatures of the world; it has sent
I personnel and material strength of the Arab Legion?
not yet learned to wear tight thundering through the ages the threatening, challenging voice of
and swallow-tail coats.
pants
prophecy; and it has held out to an anxious humanity, the promise
In our mind there is very little mystery in Britain s
men should live in prosperity and peace with
I actions. The simple fact is—Britain does not expect to stay Yes, this too, is a strange devel- of an end of days when
I out of Palestine, and hopes to get back in through Abdullah. opment. Chaim Weizmann is Hisis none to make them afraid.
I The British plan is to have Abdullah seize Jerusalem and the Excellency. David Ben inGurion
Q. —From what famous play in English literature does the quotaI Negev and incorporate these areas in the kingdom of Trans- His Excellency. I think, fact, all
bit
are
a
little
tion
“The devil can cite the scripture for his purpose” come from?
I jordania. This would give Abdullah the prestige of a great of us plain Jews
A.—The
famous quotation comes from Act 3 of Shakespeare’s
I city for his capital and a territorial area with ports on both His Excellency now.
Merchant
of Venice.”
¦ the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, making his country one We have many “excellencies” “The
I of the truly influential forces in the Near and Middle East. now that we didn't have before
great American military leader and president described the
I It was to this end that Britain kept the Arab Legion in Pal- the heroic stand of the Jews of BibleWhat
as “the rock upon which our republic rests.”
I estine, and never sent it back as was her duty and treaty Palestine created the state of
A. —This statement was made by Andrew Jackson, the seventh
I obligation. It was for this reason that Britain armed, in Israel.
of the United States, to his physician while on his death
I advance, those Palestinian Arabs who were friendly to Jewry had many things before. president
bed.
I Abdullah and would play the British game. It was for this It had Spinozas, Heines, RothsI reason the British disarmed, in advance, the Jews who childs, Einsteins. It had the luxI would be expected to resist invasion by Abdullah and his uries, but its daily menu was poGREETINGS AND BEST WISHES FROM
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I friends.
by
~i I heaty,The British own Abdullah, body and soul, and both
but more important, by reason of Abdullah s absoI lute economic dependence on Britain, he would be compelled
to do whatever the British ordered. Britain is determined
to stay in the Palestine area, and she is not reckoning the
in American ERP dollars or in Jewish and
1 I1 cost—either
Arab lives.
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proclaimEnglish
poets
greatest of
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ed that “Israel’s
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ance.”
Heine once remarked that were
the world ruled by reason every
Jew would be treasured as some
great precious antique in a museum. Here are a people which
alone has lived on from the dawn

i

j of civilization.
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